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Abstract: We present a comprehensive set of simulations that elucidates several features of experimentally
observed self-assembled structures in solutions of DNA and mixtures of neutral and cationic lipids. Our
simulations are based on the Noguchi-Takasu implicit-solvent coarse-grained model of lipids as rigid trimer
molecules [Noguchi, H.; Takasu, M. Phys. Rev. E 2001, 64, 041913.]. This model is extended in our work
so that a certain fraction, φc, of the lipids carries +1e charge and DNA molecules are introduced as uniformly
charged rods. The simplified coarse-grained modeling approach provides a feasible way to study the long
time-scale dynamics associated with the evolution of mesoscopically large complexes from initially disordered
systems. Our simulations show that, depending on the rigidity parameter κs which governs the stiffness of
the membranes, both lamellar and inverted hexagonal complexes are formed at intermediate charged lipid
densities. Disordered structures are formed both when large amounts of neutral lipids (small φc) are
introduced which leads to the “erosion” of the spatial order, as well as for large charge densities that result
in membrane rupture. A novel phase, where DNA rods and cylindrical micelles form a two-dimensional
square lattice analogous to the three-dimensional cubic NaCl-type structure, is observed in the large φc

regime for very soft membrane material (κs ) 0).

Introduction

Somatic gene therapy holds great promise for future medical
applications, for example, as new treatment for various inherited
diseases and cancers.1,2 Viral vectors have been the most widely
used systems for this purpose,3,4 but synthetic nonviral vectors
are emerging as an attractive alternative because of their inherent
advantages.5-7 These advantages include ease and variable
preparation, unlimited length of the transported DNA, and lack
of specific immune response due to the absence of viral peptide
and proteins.7-9 Complexes consisting of cationic lipids (CLs)
and DNA comprise one of the most promising classes of
nonviral vectors. They are already used widely for in Vitro
transfection of mammalian cells in research applications, and
have even reached the stage of empirical clinical trials.10

Currently, their efficiency of gene transfer is considerably lower
than that of viral vectors,11,12 and substantial improvement of
their efficiency is required before CL-DNA complexes will
be viable for therapeutic purposes.

The improvement of CL-DNA vectors requires a better
understanding of their mechanism of transfection and the
chemical and physical parameters of CL-DNA complexes
influencing it. According to a recently proposed model of cell
entry, transfection is viewed as a two-stage process involving
adsorption and entry (via endocytosis) of the CL-DNA complex
into the cell, followed by the release of the DNA to the
cytoplasm and delivery to the nucleus.12-14 The transfection
efficiency (TE) is largely dependent on the rate of the second
step, i.e., the ability of the negatively charged DNA to dissociate
from the cationic lipids. Some studies have suggested that the
morphologies and structure of the CL-DNA complex may be
critical factors affecting TE dramatically.12,15 The two predomi-
nant phases of CL-DNA complexes are (a) the multilamellar
phase where DNA monolayers are intercalated between lipid
bilayers (LR

C),16 and (b) the inverted hexagonal phase with DNA
encapsulated within monolayers tubes and arranged on a two-
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dimensional (2D) hexagonal lattice (HII
C).17 The inverted

hexagonal phase exhibits high TE that does not depend on σM,
the cationic surface charge density.12,15 In contrast, the TE of
the lamellar phase appears to be strongly dependent on σM, and
is considerably lower than the high TE of the HII

C at both low
and high charge densities.18-20 The superior transfection of the
inverted hexagonal phase has been attributed to the less stable
nature of its bounding membrane (having positive rather than
the preferred negative curvature) which greatly reduces the
activation energy for fusion of HII

C complexes with the
endosomal membrane.

The viewpoint that a critical factor in lipid-mediated trans-
fection is the structural evolution of lipoplexes upon interacting
and fusing with the cellular membrane has received considerable
support recently.21 Two cationic phospholipids with asymmetric
hydrocarbon chains, oleoyldecanoyl-ethylphosphatidylcholine
(C18:1/C10-EPC) and stearoyldecanoyl-ethylphosphatidylcholine
(C18:0/C10-EPC), were found to exhibit ∼50-fold difference
in their DNA transfection efficiency in human umbilical artery
endothelial cells. The former is the more efficient transfection
agent, presumably because it undergoes a lamellar-nonlamellar
phase transition when mixed with anionic membrane lipid
formulations, while the latter maintains its (stable) lamellar
structure. Improved TE has been also found for CL-DNA
complexes containing multivalent CLs (MVLs).19 MVLs with
a dendritic headgroup that carries up to 16 positive charges have
recently been synthesized. The large headgroup size induces
the formation of a new ordered phase, termed HI

C, where the
hexagonally arranged tubular lipid micelles are surrounded by
DNA rods forming a three-dimensional (3D) continuous sub-
structure with honeycomb symmetry.22 It has been speculated
that the high TE of the HI

C complex (in four different cell lines,
including mouse embryonic fibroblasts which are empirically
known to be hard to transfect) may be due to the existence of
a continuous DNA substructure facilitating the release of the
DNA cargo. In another recent work, the TEs of two CL-DNA
complexes consisting of isomeric CLs with the same headgroup,
the same hydrophobic tails, and the same ester linker functional-
ity have been compared in four cultured mammalian cells.23

The only difference between the molecular structures of the two
CLs was the orientation of the ester group which was found to
have a dramatic influence on the TEs. The remarkably higher
TE of one of the CLs (CL-1) compared to that of the other
(CL-2) was attributed to the lower rigidity and higher fluidity
of the CL-1 liposomes, which enable them to fuse more
efficiently, than the CL-2 liposomes, with both the plasma and
endosomal membranes.

Our current perception of transfection pathways and the
parameters affecting TE is based on a large body of experimental
work using different characterization techniques such as X-ray
diffraction and electron microscopy, as well as a variety of gene

expression essays. Validation of these concepts and further
insight can be gained from computer simulations providing a
molecular level picture of the structure and dynamics of
CL-DNA complexes. For reasons of computational complexity,
atomistic level simulations of CL-DNA complexes24 are not
possible if one attempts to study mesoscopically large systems.
Such systems can be addressed only through coarse grained
(CG) models in which both the lipids and DNA molecules are
represented in a simplified manner. This modeling approach is
consistent with the well-established viewpoint that much of the
meso-scale behavior of CL-DNA complexes is dominated by
nonspecific electrostatic, elastic, and entropic forces that are
insensitive to the fine molecular details.25-27 Recently developed
implicit solVent coarse-grained (ISCG) bilayer membrane mod-
els, where water is modeled implicitly by the use of intermo-
lecular potentials effectively mimicking the hydrophobic effect,
represent a promising approach for large-scale simulations of
biomolecular assemblies.28 An ISCG membrane model has been
recently extended for simulations of CL-DNA lamellar com-
plexes providing clear evidence for the formation of membrane
pores as a result of increasing the concentration of CLs.29,30

This and other computational findings suggest that the elevated
electrostatic stress may be responsible for the complex loss of
mechanical stability, which may explain the observed enhanced
TE of lamellar complexes at high charge densities. The existence
of an inverse correlation between the stability and transfection
activity was further supported by ISCG simulations of lamellar
complexes of multivalent CLs and DNA.20

In this work, we present molecular simulations of the self-
assembly of CL-DNA complexes. Our studies, which are
carried out on systems much larger than those simulated before,
provide new insight into the structural phase diagram of the
system. Both the LR

C and HII
C phases are observed, depending

on the charge density and the softness of the constituting
membranes. For lamellar complexes we find, in agreement with
X-ray scattering data,16 that the positional order is restricted to
finite domains consisting of the order of 10 DNA molecules.
Therefore, such complexes contain many grain boundaries and
defects which may strongly influence the TE. Inverted hexagonal
complexes appear much more ordered (again, consistent with
X-ray experimental data);17 however, their membranes do not
form isolated tubular micelles around individual DNA rods but
rather a space-filling continuous substructure. Upon decreasing
the molar fraction of neutral (helper) lipids, the 2D hexagonal
lattice of DNA rods melts, and a disordered structure with many
structural defects appears. When all the neutral lipids (NLs) are
removed, this disordered structure transforms into a novel phase
not previously reported, where DNA rods and cylindrical
micelles form a 2D square lattice analogous to the 3D cubic
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Modeling and Computational Details

The model studied in this work is based on the Noguchi-Takasu
ISCG membrane model31 that has been developed to mimic the
hydrophobic effects of water through an energy penalty for low
local hydrophobic solute density. This level of modeling is
consistent with our previous work on complexes of DNA and
charged lipid membranes,20,29,30 and it provides for an appropriate
balance between the discrete presence of elongated lipid molecules
as the building blocks of flexible membranes and idealized
molecularsimplicityforpracticalsimulations.WithintheNoguchi-Takasu
model, each lipid is represented by a rigid molecule consisting of
three beads of diameter σ, one of which is hydrophilic and the other
two of which are hydrophobic. In addition to short-range excluded
volume interactions (that exist between every pair of beads), the
hydrophobic beads interact via an attractive multibody potential
which accounts for the hydrophobic, water-mediated, interactions.
The Noguchi-Takasu model exhibit high self-assembly efficiency
and readily forms large spherical micelles.31 The equations of
motion for the lipid beads are:

mirj
¨
i +Rirj

˙
i ) - ∇ iU({rjj})+ nji(t)+∑

k

Λj ik (1)

where rji is the coordinate of the ith bead, mi is its mass, Ri is its
empirical friction coefficient, U({rjj}) is the interaction energy as a
function of the coordinates of all particles. The thermal noise,
denoted by nji(t) ) (ni, x, ni, y, ni, z)T in the above equation, satisfies32

〈nji(t)〉 ) 0 (2)

〈ni,a(t)nj,b(s)〉 ) 2RikBTδ(t- s)δijδab (3)

where a, b ) x, y, z, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute
temperature, and 〈 〉 denotes statistical (thermal) average. Finally,
Λj ik represents the Lagrange multipliers that provide the constraints
necessary for enforcing the rigid lipid geometry. An efficient
algorithm for determining these for a linear molecular geometry
can be found in ref 33. The DNA molecules are modeled as
infinitely long parallel stiff rods in the z-direction. They are thus
described as 2D objects whose motion in the (x,y)-plane is described
by the same type of equation of motion as shown above for the
lipid beads. However, unlike the lipids, the DNA rods have neither
hydrophobic interactions nor do they involve any Lagrange
multipliers.

The normalized (in kBT units) interaction energy surface U is
given by

U)Uhyd +Uel +Urep (4)

where Uhyd is the hydrophobic interaction potential outlined in ref
31. In adopting the Noguchi-Takasu representation of hydropho-
bicity, we have chosen the characteristic length unit σ ) 6.25 Å.
The normalized electrostatic energy Uel is

Uel )
e2

4πε0εrσkBT∑
i>j

uel(rij ⁄ σ) (5)

where ε0 and εr ) 78 are the vacuum and relative permittivity,
respectively, e is the unit charge, and rij/σ is the normalized distance
between the charged particles. The charge-charge interaction
energy is given by:

uel(r)) { qiqj ⁄ r for bead- bead interactions
-2qiλj ln r for bead-DNA interactions

-2λiλjLz ln r for DNA-DNA interactions
(6)

Here, the fractional charge qi (normalized to the unit charge e)
represents the point charge of the i th bead, and λi is the normalized
line charge density (to e/σ) for a DNA rod. All our simulations are
conducted in a simulation box with dimension (Lx, Ly, Lz)σ, and all
electrostatic contributions are evaluated with the complete resum-
mation technique outlined in refs 34 and 35. Thus, the electrostatic
DNA-DNA interaction is calculated for its contribution within the
simulation box, which is the reason for the factor Lz in eq 6.

DNA rods are modeled as infinitely long and cylindrically
symmetric with uniform charge density corresponding to -1.7 e/Å.
Adopting the short-range repulsive bead-bead potential Urep,bb(r)
from ref. 31, we model the bead-DNA short-range potential as
Urep,bD(r) ) Urep,bb(r - 1.5σ). This corresponds to setting the DNA
radius to 2σ ) 12.5 Å. We notice that, due to the large DNA line
charge density, any DNA-DNA distance is always larger than the
short-range hard-core repulsive contact. The CLs are modeled by
associating the hydrophilic bead with a +1e point charge. Charge
neutrality of our simulations is ensured by choosing the number of
CLs as well as the dimension Lz such that the total DNA charge is
balanced by the total lipid charge in the simulation box. Thus, the
simulations represent the isoelectric point of the phase diagram.

The objective of this work is to investigate how the above-
mentioned rather simple model can produce the characteristics of
the various observed self-assembled CL-DNA complexes. We
emphasize that we are not expecting direct and detailed agreement
with experiments, but instead are interested in a more generic
investigation of hierarchical behavior that is a result of energetic
and entropic competitions. To achieve this goal, we study the entire
process of self-assembly from a random initial configuration of
scattered lipids and DNA rods and follow the evolution of the
complexes that form under different conditions. We investigate the
evolution and structure of the complexes as a function of two
different system parameters. One is the charge density of the
cationic membrane, which can be controlled by changing the
number of simulated NLs in the ensemble. The other is the stiffness
of the membrane, which can be manipulated through a phenom-
enological energy penalty against angular variations between
neighboring lipids. We choose the following form, where the
(normalized) energy κs is the control parameter:

Ubend ) 0.5κs∑
i>j

h(rij
(cm))(uji - ujj)

2 (7)

The sum in eq 7 runs over all pairs of lipids whose centers of mass
are separated by a distance rij

(cm) smaller than the cutoff length of
the function h which determines the range of the hydrophobic
interaction in the Noguchi-Takasu model. The unit vectors uji and
ujj represent the orientations of the lipids. This stiffening mechanism
is similar to what was introduced in the later version of the
Noguchi-Takasumodel.36LikeourpreviousstudiesofDNA-membrane
complexes, the current model suffers from a significant geometrical
constraint in the infinitely long and parallel DNA model molecules.
This simplifying constraint provides for a computationally conve-
nient choice of Lz, since we can decide only to simulate a thin slab
of material in the direction along the DNA extension. Thus, most
of our simulations are conducted with Lzσ ) 6.8σ ) 42.5 Å, which
makes each simulated DNA rod represent a charge of -25e within
the simulation box. We simulate 32 DNA rods, which require 800
CLs to balance the charge. All simulations presented here have
Lxσ ) Lyσ ) 200σ ) 125 nm. Normalized masses and friction
coefficients of the beads have been chosen to unity, while the DNA
mass and friction coefficients (per Lz) have been chosen to 100
and 1000, respectively. These parameters provide for a natural
separation between the mobilities of the DNA and the lipids
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throughout the simulations, without influencing the final equilibrium
states. Simulations are initiated such that all DNA rods and lipids
are randomly positioned (and randomly oriented for lipids) within
a densely packed region with no particle overlap allowed. The
simulations then progress guided only by the energetics and the
thermal noise using a Verlet integrator with adaptive time step
control such that no particle moves more than about 0.05σ per
numerical time step.

Results

The progression of a typical simulation run can be viewed
in Figure 1, where we show an (x, y) plot of the system (a view
of the system from the z-direction) at different times. In this
example the stiffness parameter κs ) 0, and the fraction of CLs
is φc ) 1/3, which corresponds to 1600 NLs (twice as many
than the number of CLs). The color coding is: hydrophobic lipid
beads (gray), charged hydrophilic heads (red), neutral hydro-
philic heads (green), and DNA rods (blue). We here observe

the confined initial random configuration in Figure 1A. Very
quickly, the system arranges itself in order to provide electro-
static self-screening and in order to minimize hydrophobic
exposure to the solvent. These two objectives result in rapid
formation of a disordered complex structure consisting of bilayer
membranes whose cationic charge is strongly associated with
the DNA rods (see Figure 1B). Over longer time scales (Figure
1C) the hydrophobic effect provides for a larger-scale self-
assembly into a structure in which the DNA positions are
ordered relative to each other; in this case a hexagonal structure
where the DNA rods are separated as distance dDNA from each
other, and the spacing between them is almost entirely occupied
with hydrophobic lipid material.

The hexagonal structure shown in Figure 1C is visually
obvious, so it is of interest to investigate how this structure will
appear in a simulated diffraction plot. Figure 2 shows the Fourier
transformations of the DNA positions rjj:

F (qj) ∝ ∑
j)1

NDNA

eirjj qj (8)

averaged over a time interval of 20,000 MD time steps. This
time interval is short compared to any significant transport of
DNA, so the choice of this time average has been made to
smooth any temporary jitter in the DNA configuration while
making sure that the resulting averaged Fourier transform is
representative of overall structure seen in the figures. Figure
2B displays the scattering density P ) |F |2 as a function of the
reciprocal vector qj ) |qj|exp(-iθ), and Figure 2A shows the
average of the density over all angles θ. The Bragg peaks in
Figure 2A can be indexed with a hexagonal lattice of dDNA ≈
10σ: q1, 0 ) q0 ) 4π/(√3dDNA), q1,1 ) √3q0, q2,0 ) 2q0, q2,1 )
√7q0, q3,0 ) 3q0. The scattering signatures for the inverted
hexagonal phase can be also traced in the distinct contour peaks
of Figure 2B, which can be related to the peaks in the 1D

Figure 1. View along z-direction. Self-assembly evolution of a CL-DNA
complex consisting of 800 CLs, 1600 NLs (φc ) 1/3), and 32 DNA rods.
Stiffness parameter κs ) 0. Color coding: gray - hydrophobic lipid beads,
red - charged hydrophilic heads, green - neutral hydrophilic heads, and blue
- DNA rods. The three configurations presented here show: (A) the densely
packed random initial configuration, (B) a rapidly self-assembled structure,
after 106 MD time steps, consisting of bilayer membranes whose cationic
charge is in strong association with the DNA rods, and (C) hexagonal
CL-DNA complex formed after a long self-assembly process of 21 × 106

MD time steps.

Figure 2. Simulated scattering density of the structure shown in Figure
1C. Scattering density P(qj) ) 〈 |F |2〉(qj)|qj| exp(-iθ)) is acquired from eq 8,
averaged over 20,000 consecutive MD time steps. (A) Angle averaged
density P(|qj|) ≡ (1/2π)∫0

2π P(qj)dθ. (B) Contour plot of P(qj). Bragg peaks
of the hexagonal structure are indicated in (A).
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averages shown in Figure 2A. For |qj| ) q0, the scattered intensity
is peaked at six angles that are separated by 60° intervals from
one another, indicating the directions of the reciprocal hexagonal
lattice. We notice that the observed peak at q1,0 ≈ 0.725σ-1

corresponds to dDNA ≈ δm + D ≈ 10σ ) 62.5 Å, where δm ≈
2 × 3σ ) 6σ is the width of the bilayer membrane (roughly
twice the length of the lipids) and D ) 4σ is the diameter of
the DNA rod.

We can now show a collection of simulation data by
displaying the angle-averaged scattering intensity, P(|qj|), for a
variety of lipid charge densities. This is done in Figure 3, where
we show results from the fully charged case φc ) 1 down to
the relatively dilute regime (φc ) 4/17). We find the charac-
teristic signatures of hexagonal DNA ordering in the charge
density regime of 4/15 e φc e 2/5; i.e., the inverted hexagonal
phase seems to spontaneously self-assemble for moderate charge
densities. We also observe how the characteristic density peaks
appear to move to slightly smaller values of |qj| (i.e., larger dDNA)
as the charge density of the lipids decreases, i.e., as the number
of NLs is increased. This is consistent with the simple
hydrophobic space-filling purpose that the NLs serve in forming
the inverted hexagonal phase. The swelling of the hexagonal
complex upon addition of NLs is, however, limited since, within
the inverted hexagonal phase, the preferred inter-DNA spacing
must satisfy dDNA ≈ δm + D. The structures for lipid charge
densities outside the range of the hexagonal structure can be
explained along similar lines: In the dilute limit (small φc), the
space filling by an increasingly larger amount of NLs leads to
larger fluctuations in inter-DNA distances. These variations
eventually overwhelm the coherency of the long-range order
observed in Figure 1C, and the result can be seen in Figure 4
for φc ) 4/17. In this representative configuration the hexagonal
order persists only locally. One can also observe that the system
exhibits a large number of structural defects, some of which

can be related to the boundaries between microphase-separated
regions of (i) closely packed hexagonal structure and (ii) excess
NLs that form neutral bilayer membranes. It is interesting to
note that a similar phenomenon, namely local phase separation
of excess NLs, has been recently observed in studies of
complexes of multivalent CLs and DNA.20 In the highly charged
lipid limit (large φc) the system is depleted of neutral hydro-
phobic filler material. The high-charge cationic density causes
large mechanical tensile stresses which, in turn, lead to Rayleigh-
like instability37 and membrane rupture (see refs 29 and 30).
As a result of the fragmentation of the membrane, the complex
may collapse into a high charge density ordered structure with
quadratic order of DNA, where DNA and tubular micelle-like
lipid arrangements form the structure viewed in Figure 5. To
the best of our knowledge, this novel phase of CL-DNA
complexes has not been previously reported. The square lattice
arrangement shown in Figure 5 achieves the two primary
objectives of the self-assemble process, namely to avoid
hydrophobic exposure to the solvent and to optimize the
electrostatic energy by minimizing the charge separation
between the DNA rods and the cationic headgroups of the lipids.
The addition of NLs drives the system from the square lattice
into the hexagonal structure in which these objectives are also
realized, but at a lower bending energy cost.

As noted in ref 36, the original lipid model that we have
adopted above produces a very soft membrane, i.e., a membrane
with a very low bending modulus. In order to study the self-
assembly of complex structures involving stiffer membranes,

(37) Nguyen, T. T.; Gopal, A.; Lee, K. Y. C.; Witten, T. A. Phys. ReV. E
2005, 72, 051930.

Figure 3. Simulated angle-average scattering density P(|qj|) calculated from
an average of 20,000 consecutive MD time steps for different charge
densities φc and κs ) 0. Each scattering plot is obtained after a simulation
run of 20-80 × 106 MD time steps.

Figure 4. Representative structure of the CL-DNA complex that gives
the scattering intensity shown in Figure 3 for φc ) 4/17. This structure is
obtained after approximately 31 × 106 simulated MD time steps.

Figure 5. Fully charged complex (φc ) 1) with a square lattice arrangement
of DNA rods and cylindrical micelles. This structure is obtained after
approximately 83 × 106 MD time steps.
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we now include the phenomenological stiffness mechanism
depicted by eq 7, which provides an energetic penalty for
misaligned neighboring lipids. This penalty enhances the
membrane stiffness as κs is increased from zero. We have
conducted several series of simulations for κs > 0 similar to
the ones described above for κs ) 0. These simulations indicate,
in agreement with experimental results17 that, as the stiffness
of the membrane is increased, the complex undergoes a phase
transition from inverted hexagonal to lamellar structure. This
transition is illustrated in Figure 6 for φc ) 4/13, with (A): κs

) 2.5, an intermediate structure incorporating features of both
the inverted hexagonal and lamellar phases, and (B): κs ) 5,
what appears to be lamellar membrane ordering. In terms of
the DNA ordering, the lamellar structure shown in Figure 6B
has characteristics very similar to those of the hexagonal
structure discussed above. Specifically, the DNA rods form a
centered rectangular structure where the aspect ratio between
the lattice basis vectors is quite close to unity (which is the
aspect ratio between the basis vectors of the hexagonal lattice).
The major difference between the hexagonal and the lamellar
structures is the membrane material, which in the stiffer model
forces the straight membrane segments to open layered pores
in which the DNA rods can exist. These differences in the space-
filling distribution of the lipids throughout the complex are
clearly seen in a comparison of Figures 1C and 6B. One should
pay special attention to the distributions of the CLs in the two
phases. The rigidity of the membranes in the lamellar phase
prevents the CLs from being evenly distributed around the DNA
rods. These observation are consistent with previous theoretical
and experimental studies25-27 which demonstrated that (i) the
local neutralization of the DNA charges by the CLs makes the
inverted hexagonal phase more favored by electrostatic interac-

tion and (ii) this energy gain is offset by the curvature elastic
energy that drives the system into the lamellar phase.

Figure 7A shows the complex formed at charge density φc

) 1/3 for κs ) 10, along with the corresponding simulated
scattering data (B and C of Figure 7). Here, we clearly observe
the strong lamellar orientation and the registry between the DNA
positions in different membrane layers. More precisely, the DNA
arrangement can be identified as a centered-rectangular lattice
with one basis vector (aj1) connecting nearest-neighbor rods
along the same layer, and the other (aj2) joining next-nearest
neighbors that lie within adjacent layers. The aspect ratio
between the two basis vectors r ) |aj2|/|aj1| = 4/3. The first three
diffraction peaks in Figure 7B can be explained as follows: The
first peak is centered around q0 ) 4π/dDNA and is associated
with the two opposite Bragg angles (see Figure 7C) of the (1,0)
crystallographic directions. The second peak which can be
related to the (0,1) direction is observed at four different angles
and at wave vector |qj| ) rq0. The third peak is due to scattering

Figure 6. (A) Complex structure formed after 16 × 106 MD time steps at
charged density φc ) 4/13 with stiffness parameter κs ) 2.5. (B) Complex
structure formed after 16 × 106 MD time steps at charged density φc )
4/13 with stiffness parameter κs ) 5. In (B) the DNA rods form a face-
centered rectangular lattice, while the lipids are arranged in a lamellar
structure of nearly flat bilayers.

Figure 7. (A) Complex structure formed after 25 × 106 MD time steps at
charged density φc ) 1/3 with stiffness parameter κs ) 10. DNA rods form
a face-centered rectangular lattice, while the lipids are arranged in a lamellar
structure of nearly flat bilayers. (B) Scattering intensity P(|qj|) averaged over
20,000 consecutive MD time steps and all angles of qj. (C) Contour plot of
scattering intensity P(qj)(qj) |qj| exp(-iθ)) averaged over 20,000 consecutive
MD time steps. Scattering intensity peaks are discussed in the text.
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from six Bragg angles, including (i) the two angles of the (2,0)
crystallographic directions (which are identical to the (1,0)
directions) at |qj| ) 2q0, and (ii) four angles of the (1,1)
crystallographic directions at |qj| ) (2 + r2)1/2q0 = 1.95q0. In
analogy with what is shown in Figure 2, we have conducted a
set of simulations for systems with κs ) 10 and different charge
densities (not shown here). The results indicate that the lamellar
structure is formed in the regime of moderate charge densities
(φc ≈ 1/3). As was the case with the hexagonal structure
observed for κs ) 0, the formation of the lamellar structure is
also inhibited by both small and large charge densities. In the
diluted limit (see Figure 8A), large DNA distances along the
lamellar direction result in an erosion of the definition and
orientation of the lamellar ordering. The limit of high φc (Figure
8B) brings the system back to the regime where the strong
tensile stress in the membrane gives rise to rupture and resulting
destruction of the long-range order of the lamellas.

One can envision further increasing the stiffness of the
membrane through the parameter κs in order to compensate for
the membrane bending, but Figures 7 and 8 allude to an
emerging problem with this strategy within the Noguchi-Takasu
ISCG model. As the stiffness κs of the model membrane is
increased, we notice an unrealistically increased dissolution of
the lipids, which arises from the entropic difficulty of membrane
assembly when the energetic penalty for angular disorder

becomes too large. It simply becomes too improbable for the
lipids to collectively aggregate with the right relative angles.
Thus, while an increase in this type of stiffness mechanism does
produce a stiff membrane, it will eventually also produce
entropic dissolution of the membrane. We have found that this
parametrization of the model system does not support stable
membranes for κs much larger than what is shown in this work.

Conclusion

In summary, we have provided a comprehensive set of
simulations that elucidates several features of experimentally
observed self-assembled structures in solutions of DNA and
mixtures of neutral and cationic lipids. These mesoscale
simulations have been based on a simple coarse-grained model
of idealized model lipids and DNA rods. The fact that this
simplified model can produce self-assembly of several charac-
teristic configurations illustrates that the underlying mechanisms
for the complex structures lie in the inherent competition
between hydrophobicity, electrostatics, entropy, and molecular
geometry. Our studies have provided a partial glimpse of a phase
diagram in which lamellar and hexagonally packed DNA can
be found for intermediate charged lipid densities, whereas large
amounts of neutral lipids seem to dilute the spatial order, and
too small amounts of neutral lipids results in membrane rupture.
Soft membrane material results in a square DNA packing for
very high lipid charge density. We emphasize that, while the
current coarse-grained model system produces qualitatiVe agree-
ment with the experimentally observed trends in the phase
diagram of the system, it cannot provide detailed quantitatiVe
results for direct comparisons with complexes of specific lipids
compositions under different buffer conditions. To probe the
detailed behavior of specific lipoplexes (see, e.g., experiments
reported in refs 21 and 23) one must use atomistic24 or less
coarse-grained38 models employing force fields that represent
the specific interactions between the biomolecular entities.
Unfortunately, the computational cost of these atomistic simula-
tions is enormous which makes simulations of large complexes
using these tools prohibitively expensive. In contrast, the
computational simplicity and efficiency of our coarse-grained
model and the intuitively correct qualitative results arising from
our simulations make our modeling approach suitable and
appealing for large length- and time-scale simulations of
CL-DNA complexes, as well as for other complex supramo-
lecular structures.
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Figure 8. Complex structures for stiffness parameter κs ) 10 at (A) low
lipid charge density (φc ) 4/17) after 15 × 106 MD time steps and (B)
high charge density (φc ) 4/7) after 26 × 106 MD time steps.
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